
Serial No. Points raised About Queries Consultant's Remarks

A.3

Supply of Digital Signal Processor for audio with Minimum specifications Fixed 
Chasis based DSP with 24 input/output ports, 24 I/O + USB, POTS and VoIP 
simultaneously offering the best cost to I/O ratio in a single SKU, single chassis 
product , 8 mic/line Inputs with AEC, 8 line outputs, 8 Flexi ports which can be 
used as Inputs or output ports depending on application, total 16 AEC channels, 16 
Digital I/O, Ethernet/RS232 control

1. Do we need both VOIP and POTS? Vendors can quote with only PSTN line input 
[POTs}. 

D.2

Supply of Multiple input Auto- Switcher for VGA, DVI-I, HDMI and DisplayPort 
with Audio embedding:-
4K/UHD* (30Hz RGB 4:4:4, 60Hz YCbCr 4:2:0) and 3D capabilities, Video inputs: 
DVI-I/HDMI, HDMI, VGA,
DisplayPort
Audio inputs: Stereo jack, Balanced audio input, Embedded 7.1 HBR audio 
support, Autoselect mode: video and
audio priority modes, Intuitive Control Software, 10/100 Ethernet transmission, Bi-
directional RS-232 and IR,
GPIO control port, HDCP compliant, Local audio embedding, Advanced EDID 
management, No signal latency,

1. What is requirement of 3D capabilities ?
2. If 4:4:4 Chroma Sampling for 4K@30Hz is 
required for RGB then the same should be 
applicable for HDMI and DP as well 
3. What is utility of the Control GPIO ports 
since the GPIO ports are already there in the 
DSP?

1. No We don’t need 3D requirement.                                         
2.We require the switcher to support 4:4:4 for all 
ports. But,bidder can take deviation on this point.                                                                             
3. For Future requirements, we may require them 
for Show my laptop. But, Bidder can take 
deviation here. 

D.3 Supply of HDMI-ENCODER is a LAN (POE) based encoder, multimedia extender 
to extend HDMI video from a local source to a remote sink., Should support Audio 
De-embeding (Analog Audio)

1. Why do we need Audio De-embedding at 
the encoder end? Rather it should have been 
Audio Embedding instead.
2. Since the switchers supports 4:4:4 chroma 
sampling for 4K@30Hz then the Encoder 
should also support 4:4:4 chroma sampling for 
4K@30Hz or it would be better if it supports 
4:4:4 for 4K@60Hz which is the world wide 
trending technology
3. Resolution ( 4K) , Chroma Sampling (4:4:4 
for 4K@60Hz or 4:4:4 for 4K@30Hz) should be 
mentioned to maintain uniformity in the 
system and to achieve the desired output 
otherwise with current specifications anyone 
can go with any resolution.
4. Since it's an AV over IP application the 
Ethernet Network compatibility should also 
be mentioned. If the Encoders are compatible 
with 1G network or 10G network that should 
be clarified depending on the end user's 
network architecture

1. Yes we require the Audio-de-embeding at 
Encoder end. But, Bidder can take deviation here.
2. Yes, Endoder to support 4:4:4 at 4k/30 Hz. 
3. Yes, already clarified. 
4. Switch details are provided, so according to the 
switch, please quote appropriate model. Also, We 
need system which has Adjustibulity to work 
with 1G 0r 10G switch, but, Bidder should bid for 
Uncompressed technology products or products 
with adjustible Network usage flexibility. 

D.4 Supply of HDMI-DECODER is a LAN (POE) based decoder, multimedia extender 
to receive HDMI video from a remote source to a local sink., Should support 
Audio De-embeding (Analog Audio)

1. Since the switchers supports 4:4:4 chroma 
sampling for 4K@30Hz then the Encoder 
should also support 4:4:4 chroma sampling for 
4K@30Hz or it would be better if it supports 
4:4:4 for 4K@60Hz which is the world wide 
trending technology
2. Resolution ( 4K) , Chroma Sampling (4:4:4 
for 4K@60Hz or 4:4:4 for 4K@30Hz) should be 
mentioned to maintain uniformity in the 
system and to achieve the desired output 
otherwise with current specifications anyone 
can go with any resolution.
3. Since it's an AV over IP application the 
Ethernet Network compatibility should also 
be mentioned. If the Encoders are compatible 
with 1G network or 10G network that should 
be clarified depending on the end user's 
network architecture

All points, are covered with D.3 
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E.1 Supply of Centralise control processor with following features:-
Onboard 1GB RAM & 4GB Flash memory, Expandable storage up to 1TB, Rear 
panel memory card slot
High-speed USB 2.0 host port, Industry-standard Ethernet and Cresnet® wired 
communications
Control Subnet — provides a dedicated local network for Crestron® devices, 
XPanel with Smart Graphics™
computer and web based control, iPhone®, iPad®, and Android™ control app 
support
Crestron Fusion® Cloud Enterprise Management Service support, SNMP remote 
management support
Two RS-232/422/485 COM ports with hardware and software handshaking, Four 
RS-232 COM ports with
software handshaking only, Eight IR/serial, eight relay, and eight Versiport I/O 
ports

1. Specifications consists of Crestron's name 
and it's proprietary protocols clearly 
mentioned. Requesting to remove the same 
and make the specs  neutral for the approved 
makes.
2. Do we really need expandable storage up to 
1TB for the control processor?

1. Please read it as 'Proprietary port' instead of 
Cresnet Port. [BOQ is already uploaded & with 
this letter we are clarifying to everyone Hence we 
could not upload new file]                              2. Yes. 

A4 Conference solution, Wireless Boundary microphone Sennhiser has bought Wireless Short neck 
Gooseneck microphone for Approval since 
they don't have the Boundary microphone. 

Approved by Consultants & SBIL team, but, with 
2 conditions, Conference system should support 
Camera Tracking control. [Sunnhieser 
representative confirmed that can happen from IP 
control port available with his conference control 
unit]. As explained in meeting, we need camera 
tracking over microphone button & hence, we 
need conference control unit with RS232 port. 

B1/B3/B5 Displays Display models are changed We have informed all bidders to quote the latest 
models & we will approve complete BOQ before 
we go for finalisation.

A.3
Progility raised about, do we need 16 inputs ports to DSP, or we can go ahead with 
12x8 DSP.

We have inform Progility to quote 2 Nos of 12x8 
DSP if they are not willing to quote, DSP with 
16x8 DSP. 

General 1)     Need to know the AV connectivity of entire AV system to check the execution of the 
design with respect to given list of equipment’s.

We will share by Email to all bidders. 

General 2)     Need to know the CAD drawings with elevation details of the room. We will share by Email to all bidders. 
General 3)     Need to know the equipment placement drawing for the room. Shown & explained during the meeting, & we 

will share the drawings to all Bidders. 
General 4)     Need to know the rack position in the room. Shown & explained during the meeting, & we 

will share the drawings to all Bidders. 
General 5)     Need to know the detailed functionality required in the room. Explained during the meeting, none of the 

bidders has any queries on this point after 
explaination. Before bidding, if they need any 
clarification, we have shared my number & told 
them to contact us directly. 

B1 to B5 6)     Multiple displays of 86 and 75 inch, 2 no video wall of 3X3 with 55-inch LED display and 
15.6-inch monitor are given in one room. Please confirm the position of all displays.

Explained during the meeting, none of the 
bidders has any queries on this point after 
explaination. Before bidding, if they need any 
clarification, we have shared my number & told 
them to contact us directly. 

B5 7)     4 nos of ceiling mounted 75-inch displays are given. Need to know the std decent 
required to mount from true ceiling.

Ceiling suspended brackets to be quoted as per 
BOQ, & nobdy mounts display on False ceiling. 

B9 8)     2 types of Lumens camera are used in the room in addition to Polycom eagle eye IV 
camera which is used for VC purpose. Need to know the functionality required for other 3 no 
of lumens cameras ( 2 no with 30x zoom and 1 no with 12x zoom ) in the room.

Functionality of entire BOQ is been explained. 
Also, Camera positions are as per shop drawings. 
Bidder to quote the same accordingly. 

Sennhieser Queries.

LG Queries. 

Technical Quereis Raised by Siemens.

Technical Quereis Raised by Godrej



D7 9)     Need to know if streaming is also required in the room in addition to recording then 
backend IT infrastructure will be under client scope. We will provide only streaming feed to 
client’s IT network.

This Bidder has to cordinate with SBIL IT team. 

B1 & D1-D7 10)      Need to know if same content will be played on all displays in the room?? Functionality of entire BOQ is been explained. 
Also, Camera positions are as per shop drawings. 
Bidder to quote the same accordingly. 

B3 11)     Need to know single image will be seen on entire 3X3 video wall. Yes. 
E2 & E7 12)      Need to know the type of control required on button panel as wireless and wired touch 

panel is already available in BOQ.
Clarified this point. & during execution further 
clarifications, will be given. 

E7 13)     Need to know if docking station is required for I-PAD mini? As docking station is not 
included in shared BOQ. Can we quote 10.2-inch IPAD as latest model no?

Not required. 

E8 14)     Need to know the technical specifications and use of 8 channel relay strips. Relay been used for Rack power On *& OFF & 
curtains up/down. 

E9 15)     Need to know the technical specifications required for look at me buttons and 
approved makes. Also need to know how 9 look at me buttons will get integrated with 
control system as there is no interface device considered with control system. Please clarify.

Look at me button, is a button should only have 
I/O. The successful bidder to take prior approval 
before supplying. We have 16 I/O ports to DSP & 
8 I/O ports to Control processor, which are more 
than enough to control 9 buttons. 

E9 16)     Need to know if different LED colour glow will be required with look at me button when 
it will be pressed and released.

Not required. This facility is already with 
Wireless boundary microphone & camera 
tracking system. 

E9 17)     Need to know how 9 no look at me buttons will be connected to 8 channel relay strip. 
As there are 9 button but 8 channel relay strip is mentioned in BOQ with qty 1 no.

No.  

D3 18)     Need to know how 12 encoders will be used in connectivity as there are 3 encoders for 
cable cubby, 1 no for recorder, 2 no for codec output, 1 no for podium input, 3 no for lumens 
cameras so total 10 no encoders will be used. Please clarify the use of rest 2 no encoder as 
there are total 12 no encoders mentioned in BOQ. Need AV connectivity to understand the 
signal flow.

1 For Wireless presentaiton System & 1 For Thin 
client PC

B9 19)     The PTZ Camera specifications mentioned in tender BOQ is of Lumens VC-A60S 
which is discontinued model no and roll over model no is VC-A61P (Mentioned in BOQ), 
please remove C-video from specs and add ethernet port to quote appropriate model no 
that is VC-A61P.

Upgraded model to quoted. We will approve the 
BOQ before we finalise. 

F1 20)     The model no quoted for podium is not of Real technologies make, it is of AHA brand 
which is not in approved makes. Also suggested model no in BOQ is discontinued and AHA 
has stopped manufacturing of these podiums, So please mention Indigenous podium in 
place of approved brands. Also share the general technical specs like size of interactive 
panel, connectivity ports required on podium etc.

AHA Brand is also approved. But catalogue to be 
shared by Bidder first. 

Can we quote indigenous podium as per below mentioned specs?  Please confirm We need Branded podium only. 

Customised Podium in Metallic Frame and Wooden Top,  powder coated with 
caster wheels for easy movement of the podium, Drawer for keyboard & mouse, 
built in 19” Rack for placing CPU and AV Equipment’s, Top Connectivity plate 
with 2 X USB, one MIC XLR, 1 VGA IN Audio IN, 1 HDMI IN, Power Socket with 
ON/OFF for external laptop, built in 4DMI 4 x 2 HDMI Matrix Switcher with 
HDMI 2.0,HDCP 2.2 & 1.4, for internal connectivity, built in 21.5” Electromagnetic 
Interactive Panel with Full HD (1920 x 1080) Resolution and supplied with 
Electromagnetic Touch Digitizer Battery less Pen with back side eraser.

B1 & B5 21)     86UH5C and 75UH5CM model no’s mentioned in BOQ are discontinued 
now so roll over model no’s doesn’t have RGB and SD card and support USB 2.0.

Upgraded model to quoted. We will approve the 
BOQ before we finalise. 

E5 22)     Need to know why 3 no of 8 port network switch and access point is 
mentioned tender BOQ of control system.

in SBI, there are 3 different networks, which 
access we want to give to all. 1 Nework is only for 
AV. 2nd Network is for Wifi Internet access to 
Guest or Audience. 3rd is for SBI Intranet. 
[Secured LAN network]. 

C1 To C5 Bidder also raised a query regarding, Multi-party conferencing for VC system SBIL has cenralise MCU at HO & hence, we don’t 
need Software based multi-party conferencing. 

General Bidder also raised queries for Centralise control Facility which is existing & used 
for various rooms. 

Godrej been the existing vendor for AV facility 
management, they have raised this point, we 
have clarified this point at site, bidder can quote 
any product mentioned in BOQ, irresepctive to 
the centralise control panel. We can always, give 
another user interface like [example] Lpatop at 
the centralise control room Bider can put simple 
program on Laptop to operate major facilities. 
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Apart from the above points, following Points are clarified & finalised. 

All products to be quoted with min 3 years warranty. If the products are with more than 3 years warranty then, that warranty bidder has to extend to End customer

All Bidders are requested to furnish all details to Consultants & End customer for just submitting Technical BOQ & MAF within stipulated timelines given by Consultants & SBIL

The products which are with less than 3 years warranty, bidder / OEM has to add the costing of additional year/s warrnty in their cost & bid accordingly. 
The bidders to submit the Unpriced BOQ in technical bid. After technical bid & Before Reverse Auction, All bidders to submit the unpriced BOQ again to SBI & to consultant. 
Once Bidder submit Unipriced bid with final Makes & Models. Consultants will give approval on that BOQ. On approval that BOQ, Bidders will able to take part in R.A. [as per SBI tems.] 
After RA, SBI will decide the Successful bidder as per their Terms & Conditions. Successful bidder has to supply the material as per the approved BOQ only. We will not accept any 
deviations unless & until there is any valid reason like product delivery is not available or model discontinued & new product lead time is more. Consultant &S SBIL will take appropriate
 decision on this that time. 
All bidders, please note, your BOQ & MAF should match. As I have informed in pre-bid meeting, you have to give proper MAF's. For e.g. If you give MAF of 1 OEM in technical submittals.
While, in the BOQ which you give prior to RA, has another OEM product [which MAF is not attached], the BOQ will not be approved &bidder has to send the revised BOQ for approval. 


